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Forward
Kenya has become a leading force in the world of technology, due to a 

culture of fast rate of adoption of ICT solutions by the Kenyan population. 

This has allowed us to leap and surpass advanced countries like South Korea 

in technology adoption, Jack Ma in his maiden visit to Kenya was shocked at 

the fast internet speeds, which Kenyans still consider slow, keeping internet 

providers on their toes to ensure their customers are always happy.

More companies especially SME’s are consuming technologies solutions 

faster than ever before. With greater focus on SME’s in Kenya by global 

investors and the advancement of cloud solutions, small and micro compa-

nies can compete at the same level as large enterprises on the tech front.

ARI Limited has been at the center of this revolution since 2012, supporting 

large and small enterprises build and maintain quality software solutions. 

With increased capacity, experience, skills and knowledge we are able to 

churn out quality software solutions faster than most tech companies, and 

pride in the confidence given to us by our customers to deliver quality solu-

tions in the rapid changing ICT space.

We are committed to understand customers’ needs and work together to 

achieve set goals and objectives.

Ndiang’ui Kinyagia

MD – ARI Limited
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Software Development

Cloud Property Management Solution

Cloud Land Transactions Solution

ICT Consulting



ARI Software 
Company

Your IT systems are critical to the success 

of your organization, having the right ICT 

partner and solutions provider ensures 

the business runs smoothly



Custom Value Added
Software Solutions Development

We work with you to identify technology gaps in your organization,

then proceed to develop, test and roll out solutions that satisfy the 

organizations’ needs.

We emphasize on UI and UX best practice to create Robust and user 

friendly solutions that need little or no training.

preferred Weapons

Java  Frameworks        Experts

Dot Net Framework       Experts

PHP Frameworks        Experts

MYSQL and Oracle Database     Experts

Ajax and JQuery        Experts

Cloud Hosting         Experts



Mobile Application
Solutions Development

Mobile solutions especially SMS and Apps have changed how

business interact with customers and how they are paid. 

Having a mobile strategy enhances your customer service and

payment options.

We work with you to develop mobile solutions that enhance your 

organizations strategy because your customers are on their phones 

making it easier for you to interact with them on their devices.

Android          Experts

IOS           Experts

Hybrid Apps         Experts

SMS           Experts

USSD          Experts

Short Code Integration       Experts

preferred Weapons



Web Application
Solutions Development

The internet has become a basic need in the 21st century because 

of affordable Wi-Fi. Having a web presence is a no-brainer for any 

business giving your consumers an array of service providers to 

choose from. The question then is how different are you from your 

competitors online? 

With a robust team of developers and partnerships with digital 

media agencies, we are able to create intuitive websites and web 

applications that stand out online.

Word Press         Experts

HTML 5           Experts

CSS           Experts

PHP Frameworks        Experts

MYSQL Database        Experts

preferred Weapons



ARI Homes

Nairobi has approximately 4 million 

Residents, most properties are managed 

by Real Estate agents who are yet to 

adopt technology in their operations

https://arihomes.co.ke 



ARI Homes
Cloud Property Management Solution

ARI Homes is a cloud based solutions developed for property 

agents and landlords. Having launched in February 2017 we have 

successfully on-boarded 100 real estate agents and we are working 

hard to get to the 1,000 agencies and 500,000 tenants mark and 

revolutionize how tenants and real estate agents interact.

With ARI Homes you enjoy features like proper record keeping, 

automated Invoicing and Receipting, SMS notifications, any time 

anywhere access, accounting, reports, scheduled maintenance and 

upgrades and so much more.

Being a Software as a service (SAAS) application registered compa-

nies pay a monthly subscription to use the solution eliminating 

expensive hardware setup cost, the burden of developing a solu-

tion themselves and maintaining it.

The reception in the market has been quite good and we can’t wait 

to add more value to the solution and change a critical part of our 

society because ARI Homes is where your heart is.



ARI Plots

As Kenyans nothing defines the term 

investment like the word (Ka-Plot).

Uko na Ka-Plot? Without some dirt

on your hands you truly don’t

quite feel content



ARI Plots
Online Land Transactions Solution

ARI Plots is a cloud based land transactions solution, developed for 

companies that sell and buy land and find it difficult maintaining 

proper records on customer data, payments and land details.

The success of ARI Homes initiated the growth of ARI Plots driven 

by user demand and the need to keep proper records.

With ARI Plots you enjoy features such as Sales dashboard, plots 

allocation, customer details, SMS notifications, proper record keep-

ing, accounting, reports and so much more.

Being a Software as a service (SAAS) application registered compa-

nies pay a monthly subscription to use the solution eliminating 

expensive hardware setup cost, the burden of developing a solu-

tion themselves and maintaining it.

We are excited about this new opportunity and the disruption it 

can cause in the land business across the country.



ARI Consulting

If you have a toothache the best 

doctor to see is definitely a 

dentist. If You are not sure of what 

technology your business needs 

the best doctor is definitely. 

ARI Limited - Consulting
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ARI Consulting

Having said earlier that technology is revolutionizing the way we 

do business, you must have gotten a few ideas on how to use 

technology to improve your business operations, enhance customer 

service and make more money, unfortunately you are not an 

expert and are not conversant with boring ICT terms, you probably 

have different quotes from developers and software experts but 

you are not sure how to interpret all this information, especially 

costs and the best tools to use, buying ICT hardware is also chal-

lenge not knowing how much RAM is necessary for our machines, 

what server to buy and who has the best rates.

ARI Consulting holds your hand throughout this process as an inde-

pendent expert ensuring you get the best value for your money 

and ICT jargons do not overwhelm you.

With experienced ICT experts in our team we ensure you do what 

you do best as we handle your ICT suppliers and other needs.



Happy Clients



Contact Us

Phone: +254 725 992 355 | +254 780 338 783

E-mail: nkinyagia@ari.co.ke | info@ari.co.ke

Suite 9, 1st Floor | AACC | Sir Francis

Ibiam House, Waiyaki Way Westlands,

Nairobi, Kenya

www.ari.co.ke
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